Oscillatory pulse-front waves in a reaction-diffusion system with cross diffusion.
We explore traveling waves with oscillatory tails in a bistable piecewise linear reaction-diffusion system of the FitzHugh-Nagumo type with linear cross diffusion. These waves differ fundamentally from the standard simple fronts of the kink type. In contrast to kinks, the waves studied here have a complex shape profile with a front-back-front (a pulse-front) pattern. The characteristic feature of such pulse-front waves is a hybrid type of the speed diagram, which on the one hand reflects the typical dynamical behavior of the fronts in the FitzHugh-Nagumo model, related to the nonequilibrium Ising-Bloch bifurcation, and on the other hand exhibits also the solitary pulse scenario where several waves appear simultaneously with different speeds of propagation. We describe analytically the wave profiles and heteroclinic trajectories in the phase plane and discuss their morphology and transformation. The phenomena of wave formation and propagation are also studied by numerical simulations of the model partial differential equations. These simulations support the view that the pulse-front waves are constructed of fronts and pulses.